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A-Answer these questions within 80-100 words each. 
 

1. Describe how the poet brings out his affection for the three invaders. Mention the 
images he uses.

Ans-The poet is attuned to the sound of their coming. They climb into his lap over the 
arms and back of his chair and do not allow him to escape. They devour him with 
kisses. He calls them blue eyed bandits who have dared to invade his fortress by 
scaling the wall. He wants to hold them fast till the walls crumble to ruin. From their 
voice he can say that Alice is grave, Allegra is merry and laughing and he is proud of 
Edith’s golden hair. All these reflect his unconditional love for his daughters.

2. The poet uses the language of an attack by an invading army or an intrusion to 
describe his daughters’ actions. Do you think their manners prompt him to do so? 
Justify your answer. 

Ans- His daughters come down the broad hall stairs stealthily, plotting and planning 
to take him by surprise which is a typical of army move. They suddenly rush from the 
stairway and storm the hall through three doors that have been left unguarded. They 
give him no chance of escape as they climb up into his lap. Their arms are entwined 
around him. His three daughters devour him with kisses much like an enemy till the 
poet is completely under their control.

D. Read these lines and answer the questions that follow.

1.    Do you think, O blue-eyed banditti,
              Because you have scaled the wall
              Such an old moustache as I am
              Is not a match for you all!
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a. Who are the blue-eyed banditti referred to here?
Ans- The poet’s three daughters Alice, Allegra and Edith are referred to here. 

b. How have they scaled the wall?
Ans- They had scaled the wall by coming in through three doors left unguarded.

c. What does the poet wish to convey through the last two lines of the stanza?

Ans- The poet wants to convey that he is aware of all the tricks employed by his 
daughters to come to him and he is quite prepared to welcome them in his castle as it 
is their time.

2.      And there will I keep you forever,
               Yes, forever and a day,
               Till the walls shall crumble to ruin,
               And moulder in dust away!

a. Who will be kept ‘there’ forever?
Ans-The poet’s three daughters Alice, Allegra and Edith will be kept ‘there’ forever.

b. What are the feelings of the speaker for the ones he wants to keep forever?
Ans-The poet is overcome by the feelings of deep affection and love for the ones he 
wants to keep forever.

c. Explain the last two lines of the extract in your own words.
 Ans- The poet says that he will never let his daughters get away but will keep them in 
his chamber of his heart till the day he crumbles to dust.
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